
GROMOV-WITTEN THEORY OF ORBIFOLD PROJECTIVE
         LINES AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES

TODOR MILANOV

ABsTRAcT. This Iecture is a preliminary announcement of the results firom my
joint project with H.-H. Tseng and Y. Shen. We prove that the generating function
of GW invariants for certain class of orbifolds is a tau-function for the Kac-
Wakimoto hierarchy corresponding to certain conjugacy class of the Weyl group.
In fact our project suggests that the Kac-Wakimoto hierarchies should admit an
extension similar to the well known Extended Toda hierarchy, which governs the
GW theory of Pi.

                            1. INTRODUCTION

  Let X == Pl,,r,,., be the projective line equipped with an orbifold structure, such

that there are exactly 3 orbifold points of type C/(Z/riZ), where the weights ri are
positive integers satisfying:

                           !11                      X:=-+-+--1ÅrO.
                           rl r2 r3
Let us recal1 that the orbifold cohomology H.*,b(X; C) is by definition the cohomology

of its inertia orbifold. The latter is defined as follows. Locally, X is modelled by
U/C, where U is a coordinate chart and G is a finite group acting on U. The
orbifolds

    Ug/C(g), Ug = {x EX : g•x= x}, C(g) = {h EC : hg == gh}

pararnetrized by the conjugacy classes (g) of G are called twisted sectors. They can
be glued accordingly and give rise to a disjoint union of orbifolds, called the inertia
orbifold of X. Note that if we pick consistently (g) = {1}; then the resulting twisted

sector is just the orbifold X.
  All integers ri satisfying the above condition are naturally in a 1-to-1 correspon-
dance with the Dynkin diagrams of ADE type together with a choice of a central
node: a node that splits the Dynkin diagram into 3 diagrams, which we call legs,
of type Ar,.i (1 S i S 3). We will always associate such a Dynkin diagram with
the orbifold X, as well as the corresponding root system and Weyl group. Further-
more, for each leg of the Dynkin diagram, we take the composition of the reflections
corresponding to the nodes on the leg (in order starting from the node incident to
the central node). Let us denote by a the composition of the transformations corre-
sponding to the legs (note that the order is irrelevant since the leg-transformations

commute.
                                   1
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2 TODOR MILANOV 

We fix a basis of the orbifold quantum cohomology H~rb(X; q拙 follows:

ゆo,1 = 1, ¢0,2 = p 

are the unit and the hyperplane class respectively and 

。i',i"• 1:::; i’三 3, 1 :::; i＂三 Ti’ 1.

町 ethe units of the corresponding twisted sectors of X. Note that the dimension of 
the cohomology is 

N = r1 + r2 + r3 - 1. 

It is convenient to denote by l the set of all pairs ( i', iつthatwe used above to label 
the basis of the cohomology. Let us denote by 

／て「 n,g-lQd i . ¥ 

Dx(li; t) =exp¥ 2.._;τ「（Tk1(</Jiu・・・' Tkn （九）g,n,dt~11 . tな）

the generating function of orbifold Gromov-Witten invariants of X. In the above 
formula, Ii and Q are formal parameters that keep track respectively of the genus 
and the degree of the holomorphic curves in X. Furthermore, 

t =(to, t1, ... ), tk = (tk)i白

is a sequence of formal vector variables that we use to keep track of the various 
incidence (upper index i) and tangency (lower index k) constraints. Finally, using 
the so called dilaton shiβ 

t~ = qk, (k, i）ヂ（1,(0, 1)), t~1=q~1+1, 

we identiちr'Dx with a vector in the Fock space 

(1) <C1i[[qo, qi十 1,q2ぃ・・］］， C昆＝ <C(（ゾ元））．

Let us recall also that for each Dynkin diagram of type ADE and a choice of a con ju-
gacy class C in the corresponding Weyl group, Kac-Wakimoto (see [9]) constructed 
組 integrablehierarchy, called the kαc-Wakimoto hierarchy (corresponding to the 
conjugacy class C. Our main statement can be formulated as follows: the generat-
ing function 'Dx isαtαu-function of the Kαc-Wαkimoto hierarchy corresponding to 
C＝［σ］. 

The goal in this lecture is to make this statement more precise回 well回 tooutline 
the main steps in the proof. 

2. FROBENIUS MANIFOLDS AND ROOT SYSTEMS 

Recall that the quantum cup product is a family of multiplications・tin the 
cohomology space H本（X; q parametrized by tε H* ( X; q and defined by the 
following genus-0 GW  invariants: 

（山川）＝ε~ （＜/>i,</Jj ，ゆk,t, . . 't)o加

9
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G W  THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 3 

where ( , ) is the intersection pai叫.The quantum cup product and the 凶 ring
( , ) induce on H~rb a Frobenius structure of conformal dimension 1 with respec七to
the Euler vector field: 

「「 θ I1 1 1 ¥ 
E = ) :(1-degic ¢iW一＋｛一＋一＋一一 1ト－

ム＿， IL-θti ¥ ri r2 r3 Jθto,2’ 
zει 

where (ti)iEι 町 ethe linear coordinates on M corresponding to the basis ｛仇｝ chosen 
above. More precisely, let M = H~rb(X; C). We consider on M ×C the trivial 
vector bundle乃withfiber ~ := H~rb(X; C). Using the linear structure on M, we 
can identiちr巧withthe pullback of T M  via the projection map pr1 : M ×C→M. 
In particular, we企equentlyidentify vector fields on M with sections of巧.These 
structures are integrable in the sense that the following connection on .fj is flat: 

マ＝ d-z-1乞（仇・t)dti+ (z-2 E •t -z-1V) dz, 
iEι 

where 

ν：ij --+ ij，ν（仇） = （~ -de帥）仇

is the so called Hodge grading operatoれ

2.1. Periods. For our purposes, it is more convenient to work with a family of 
connections that町 eLaplace transform of V'. Namely, for each integer n we introduce 
the so called second struc如何 connections([2, 10]), on乃：

言「 A・ 1
v(n) = d ＋デ~（ν － n -1/2)dt一一一一（ν－n -1/2) d入

乞（入－E・） i （入－E・）

Note that V'(n) has poles along the discriminant locus: 

det（入－E・） = 0. 

Let us denote by ( M ×q’the complement to the discriminant. There exists a 
calibr，αtion operator: 

St(z) = 1 + S1(t)z-1 + S2(t)z-2 ・ ・ ・ , SkεEnd(ij), 

such that in a neighborhood of z = oo we have 

s-1v s = d + (z 2ρ一山）ι
where ρis the cup product multiplication by c1 (TX) ＝χP. It follows that the 
differential operator 

l+S1(t）（－θ入） + S2(t）（－θ入）2＋・－－

provides a gauge equivalence between the connection V'(n) and the following connec-

ti on: 

(2) d-_J_（ν－ n 1/2) d入
（入－ p) 

円。
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4 TODOR MILANOV 

In other words, every horizontal section of v(n) has the form 

(3） ρ） 

where f : ( M x C)＇→ち isa horizontal section of ( 2). 
Let us続協ethat the point ( t，入） = (0,1) is not on t秘 discriminant,so th説明

can choose it部 areference poinもonM ×む.Furthermore, we fix a ray虫 in{O｝×C 
starting at the reference point and approaching入口 oo,so that we can construct 
uniquely a horizontal附 ion／（入） of (2) for a given initial condition /(1 ） ε~·For 

each αε~ let I~n) be the horizontal section V'(n) 削 i日町ingthe initial condition: 

ふlim（い）→（0,1)I~n)(t，入）＝ α．
The S-lim here should be understood as follows. First we自nalyticallycontinue the 
period along some path approaching入＝ oo while keeping t fixed. We stop at 
入。 ε沢 SU血cie凶lylarge, so that the expansion (3) is converge凶 forall j入｜＞！入。1.
The S-lim is by definition set to be /(1). Note th抗 inthis definition the branch 

of Ii「t，λ）is specified by some path consisti碍 of3 pieces：会~o題。， A.) to (t，入。）， a 
街 aightsegment会om(t，入。） to (0, A.o), and a line se伊側along臨時!R.Clearly, 
the definition of the limit depends only on the homotopy class of the path. Finally, 
every other path connecting the reference point and ( t，入） is homotopic to a path of 
this special type. Therefore, the S-limit is well defined for any branch of a horizontal 
section of v(n). 

2.2. Root systems. The quantum cohomology is known to be semi-simple (see 
[11]), which means that there are local coordinates叫 （t),iε i, called canonical, 
such that 

θδ ” δ ・一一＝ Oi1一一， i,J E i δUj -JδUj 

If we put 

ei 
ぽ； θ…－  v －・θUi’ 

ム 1．－ 
zー（θ／θUi，θ／θUi）’

then 

ei・t勺＝J五；8ijej, ( ei, ej）日 8ij・

Note that for each t E M, s.t. the quantum multiplication is semi-simple, the 
canonical coordinates ui(t) must be eigen-values of the operator E・t・ Moreover,
ne泣入＝ ui the connection V（π） has precisely 1 section anti寸nvariantwith respect 
to the local monodromy. It has the following expansion: 

(4) 門的ニ ら｛λ一向〉十時（ぃ），
where Cn is some constant depending only onηand the dots stand for some function 
holomorphic at入＝ ui. Let us denote byム（n)the間 tof allαε~ such that there 
exists a path in ( M x <C)’terminating at a generic point on the discriminant, such 

that the period rin) h拙 anexpan討onof the form (4). 

-14-



G W  THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 5 

IfIJin)(t，入） is a horizontal section of 'V(n); then 8>,J(n)(t，入） is a horizontal section 

of V'(n+l) Therefore it coincides with I~n＋勺入） for some bεfJ. It is not hard to 
see that 

b = (1－ρ）－1（νη－1/2）α． 

In other words, we have natural maps 

Tn：ム（n）→fl(n+l)' Tn（α） := (1 －ρ）－1（ν－ n -1/2）α． 

Let us denote for brevity by fl andムthesetsム（n)respectively for n = -1 and 

n = 0. Also, we extend r := r -1 by linearity to a map T：ち→ fJand put b：ニ r(fJ).
It is e回 yto check that the following formula 

（αlb）～：＝ (IfiO)(t，入），（入－ E•t)I~叩，,¥)) = （α，（1 -p)b) 

gives a well defined non-degenerate pairing on fJ, namely using that J(O) is a horizon-
tal section, one checks immediately that the RHS is independent of t and入.Note 
that the second equality follows by taking the S-li凶 t.Following [2], we will refer 
to ( I ）～制 theintersection pairing. The pull back of the intersection pairing via r 
gives a new pairing on f), which we denote by (I); then 

Proposition 1. The following stαtements hold: 

(a) The set fl isαfinite root system in (fJ, ( I ）～） 
(b) The setムisαηαffineroot system in (fJ, ( I ) ) . 

Moreover, A coincides with七heroot system that we associated to the orbifold X 
and the analytical continuation along a big loop around the discriminant induces 

the automorphismσofム.Let us denote by A the root lattice of fl. 

Lemma 2. Let π0: fJ→V be the orthogonαl projection on the subspαce of vectors 
fixed byσJ thenπo(A) = Zw, where w = 1 ＋χP. 

The a昂neroot system can be described in terms of A回 follows.If we delete 
the cent凶 nodeof the Dynkin diagram we obt山 3Dynkin diagrams (the empty 
diagram is allowed) Dαof type Ara-1' a = 1, 2, 3. Put 

I ~「 1
ρ ＝ ） ，一一一Wi,

¥krα（包）

whereα（i）ε｛1, 2, 3} is such that the simple root αt belongs to the Dynkin diagram 
Dα（i）・ Finallylet us fix a lift aεムofαε ムfor叫lα．

Lemma 3. Theαffine root systemム consistsof the follo切旬開ctors:

a－χ－l(wlα）～ logQP+ 2πJ=I(n+ （ρム｜α）～）P,

whereαε ム， ηεz.

FD 
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6 TODOR MILANOV 

2.3. Construction of an integrable hierarchy in the Hirota form. Following 
[6] and [4] we construeもanintegrable hierarchy in the Hirota form such that the 
total descendant potential 'Dx is a solution. 

Given pεムput

fペt,..¥,z)＝乞θアサ勺入）（－爪
kεz 

where for k < -1 the operation a~+i is taking the flat anti-derivative. This operation 
is unambiguous because the operatorν－ 1/2 -k -1 is invertible for k < -1. The 
vertex operator is by definition the following element of the Heisenberg group acting 
on the Fock space ( 1): 

rf （入） = eC戸（t,.X,z)+fe（戸（t,.X,z）ー）《

Let us denote the S-limit of the vertex operator by 

rβ（入） := S-lim rf （入）， βε~.

Furthermore, let us choose a set ~＇ of a血neroo七ssuch that the map T：ム→ム
induces 1-tか 1correspondence betweenム’ andム.We define the operator nil' by 
the following formula: 

恥 s今（玄匂（入）rf3（入） Rar一β（入）) -(1P~l2 /Iσ12＋長（q81Ra1-1⑧a qg1)2 + 
βεA’ 

（竺包z Iσ｜ う（ i al-1仇仰qf仇 1-lRaaq;)).

Here the notations are回 follows:

α＝ <C1i[[q~l' qg1' ... ]] 

and the coefficients bβ（入） are defined by the following limit: 

- ／，，、 2

(5) b~1 （入） = liT, (1-~） B13（入，μ），
μ← 7}. ＼，、／

where Bβ（入，μ） is the phase factor仕omthe composition of the following two vertex 
operators: 

rβ（入)r－β（μ） = B13（入，μ） : rβ（入)r－β（μ）：．

Vector dεg (9 is the simple Lie algebra corresponding to the root systemム） will 
be defined below and ｜σI is the order of the automorphismσ. In fact, the consistency 
of the hierarchy forces: 

" " " d入I＂「＼
IP~I~ /IσI~ ＝ ResすCLbβ（入））

βεA’ 
Theorem 4. The totαl descendαnt potential sαtisfies the following Hirotαbi-linear 
equαtions: 

nil' (Dx ⑧ 'Dx) = O. 

-16-



GW THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 7 

Our goal now is to id叩 tifythe Hirota equations appearing in the above theorem 
with the Hirota equations of出eKac-Wakimoto hierarchies. 

3. REALIZATION OF THE BASIC REPRESENTAてrIONVIA PERIODS 

Let長bea simple Lie algebra equipped with an invariant bi-linear pairing ( Iγ． 
By definition, the a諮問 Kac-Moody algebra correspondi碍 tog is the vector space 

g := g[t, C1] EB CK  EB Cd 

equipped with a Lie bracket defined by the following relations: 

[X tn, Y tm］：ニ［X,Y] tn+m + n8n，…m(X IY）～K, 

[d,X 門：＝ n(X tn), [K, g] := 0, 

where X,Yει 
Given a finite order automorphismσof g, Kac-Peterson (see [8]) constructed 

a vertex operator representation of g, which c田lbe used to define沼 lintegrable 
hierarchy in the Hirota form. Our goal is to recall a particular C部 eof the Kac-
PetersmピSconstruction which c鉛 becompared with the vertex operators that we 
introduced in the previous section. 

3.1. Simple Lie algebr削・ Givena simple root system ~ of ADE type in some 
vector space （札（｜）～） we c肌 constructthe corresponding simple Lie algebra 

ド 6EB EBaEAlla，ふ ＝CA四

幽 follows.We may制日umethat ( ）～ is normalized in such a way that the length 

of each root isゾ2.Identifying the root system ~ with the space of vanis】ii
of a simple singularity and the We3「1group W with the monodromy group of the 
singularity (see [1]) we define the following c令 cycle:

ξ：え×λ→｛士1｝， ξ｛α，,B)=(-1）命｛臼，!3),

where SF is the Seifert form (linking number between the vanishing cycles). Using 

the standard properti問。fthe Seifert form (see [1]) we get that this cocycle is W” 

invariant and it satisfi佃 thefollowing properties: 

i:（α＇(3）正（(3，α）出（－1）（臼lf3）～， i:（α，α）口（…1)1白12/2' 

where ｜α12 := （αlα）～. Once we have such a co-cycle we can recall the so called 
Fre出 elKac construction [5］，岨ddefine a Lie bracket on b加 follows:

[Aw A-a］ニ正（α，α）α

[A世，Af3]＝正｛α，(3)Aa＋β， if （αl,B）～＝ -1 

[A収， Af3］ニ 0, if （αiβ｝～三 0.

Moreover, given an element σεW  we extend σto a Lie algebra automorphism 
σ：b →b by settingσ（Aa) =Aσ（日）・ Moreover,we C間四tendthe bilinear pairing 
（｜）～ to g in the following way: 

(AalA一白）～：＝ ε（α，ーα）， (A臼IAβ）～：＝ (AalH）～口 0, '<1(3 =I-－α，HEIJ. 

円
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8 TODOR MILANOV 

The extended pairing is both g-invari叩七（withrespect to the adjoint representation) 

and W-invariant. 

3.2. Twisted realization of the a田neLie algebra. Put η＝ e27l"ゾコ／｜σI;then 
we extend further the action of σto the a血neLie algebra g by 

σ・（X⑧tn)＝σ（X）⑧（η－lt)n， σ・Kニ K， σ・d=d.

Let g"" be the Lie subalgebra of σ－fixed points. According to Kac (see [7], Theorem 
8.6.) gσさ g.Let us recall the isomorphism. The fixed points subspace g" contains a 
Cartan s由 algebra!Jo・Wehave a corresponding decomposition into root subspaces 

g= $ lJa', 
。’εム’

whereム’ cgo町 ethe corresponding roots. Note that since the root s由 spacesare 
1 dimensional, they must be eigen-subspaces of σ. Therefore, by choosing a set of 
simple roots α；， t = 1,2，.・・，N-1 in A.1 we can uniquely define an integral vector 
s = (s1，・・・， SNー1),0三Si<｜σI sん theeigenvalue of the eigensubspace b白； isηSi• 
Put 

N-1 

Pu: !Jo→go， ρσ ＝乞叫，

where w~(l 壬 t 三 N-1）町e the fundamental weights corresponding to the simple 
roots α；（1三i三N-1); then it is e部 yto see that an isomorphism 

is given by the following map 

(6) 

(7) 

<P(Xtn) 

②（K) 

φ（d) 

<P: g一→f

tnlσl+adp~ X + 8n,O (p~ IX)K 
｜σIK 

｜吋巾－ p~ - ~（ρ~Iρ~）～ K), 
where dεgo is the dual to Pu, i.e., (p~I ・）～＝ ρσ（・）叩d

内 X＝叫（logt adµ~ )x. 
To see that this definition is meaningful, one has to notice first that 

σニ叫（2π日 adp;;'/lui)・

It follows that the RHS is a single valued function組 dthat the resulting loop is 

σ－invariant. 

-18-



GW  THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 9 

3.3. Periods and vertex operators. In this subsection we will derive explicit 

formulas for the S-limi七ofthe vertex operator rf （入）.To begin with, let us denote 
by * the natural involution in our index set that comes from Poincare duality, i.e., 
the involution is uniquely defined so that the Poincare pairing has the following 
syn立netry:

( </>i, </>j•) ＝与の九jEt, 
'Iii 

where we set ro := 1. It will be convenient to introduce also 

We：口 ω／χ，de:= (wclwc）～口 1／χ．

It can be proved that We is the fundamental weight corresponding to the central 
node of the Dynkin diagr削（seeLemma 2). Furthermore, we put 

島出 ~¢j, j=(jγ，） E itw 

where ltw is the index set of the cohomology classes supported on the twisted sectors, 
i.e., jεL such that j'ヂf0, and 

fI(0,1) := fI（り） := d百五We;

then it is e出 yto see that these vectors form a basis of eigenvectors of fJ for the 
monodromyσ，satisfying the following orthogonality relations: 

（川崎ゲ＝｜σIc>i山 Vi,jE i. 

The eigenavlue of Hi is e－伽 v'寸ぬ fortεL・Putdi= 1…川／｜σ1,iε i; then 

，｜σ｜ 
問（0,1)= o, m(o,2) = Iσ1, mi= i干；？？

Note that these numbers have the following sy立立netry:

mi÷mi・= IσI, Viει 

Let 

i E ltw・ 

(8） β＝ r-1（α）一 （wk！α）～ logQP+ 2πJごI(n+ （ρ上｜α）～）

be an a血neroot; then by definition we have 

Jh-1) （入） ＝ （仙）～川（α｜ω）～（log入一 Co)P＋如何（n+（ρ上｜α）～）P+

.I＞α｜ル）～戸市答。＇j,

zεLtw J 

where C0 = logQdc. From here we find that the re掠 ainingperiods are: 

rg＞（λ） = (-l)ll！（α！ω）～入…はP÷ L（αIHi.. r純一0・・ （di-l ）入会－1-1~羽φh
zειtw 

for l > 1 

Iho）（入）＝（α！we）～十（α｜ω）～入一lp ＋乞（α｜ル）～'Ad;-1Vr日~¢i,
zειtw 

-19-



10 TODOR MILANOV 

組 d

4ートり（入） ¥l+l ¥l ¥l 

（αlwc）～~寸＋（α｜ω）～ニ（log 入－ Ci) p + 27fVヨη 二P+
いI1). l! 

「一一一－ ¥d;+l 
乞（αIHi・）ゾη，／叶 ,J. ( ,J . ~·j ( ,J 1 7¥内，
もモltw

where C1(l三1）訂econstants defined recursively by Ci = C1-1 + 1/l. 

Applying our quantization formalism, together with the substitutions入＝（Iσ｜／｜σ｜
and 

(9) Yo2,1 

(10) Yi,l 

_ 1 Iσ｜ぬ2 qp2 
- vtn VI司支 mi(mi+Iσ｜）ー・（mi+llσ｜）’ 

1 Iσ｜ぬ qf
J五d司石川（mi+Iσ｜）ー・（mi+llσ｜）’ 

we get that the vertex operator rJ'.3 （入） has the form: 

r!'.3（入） = uβ（入）rg（入） r~ （（）， 
where 

川）ニ叫~（叫仇

Z己 ltw1

時入）＝岬（（ω（α）同会＋ 2旧山内）～））会）切（－we（α）vhキ），

and 

r~（←ぼP （雲間～（m;+!I叶 Yi,1） 位P （写（α｜ι）～~I~），
where the sums訂 eover all tε i¥{(O, 1）｝阻dl三0.

3.4. Twisted realization of the basic representation. Following [8], we would 
like to recall the realization of the basic level 1 representation of the a血neLie algebra 
g corresponding to the automorphismσ. The idea is to construct a representation 

of the Lie algebra g". Note that the central charge K of g" must act by the scalar 
1;1σ｜． 

Let us introduce the following generating series: 

噌｜σ｜

Xe~（（）＝ヤ Aaバ－n ＝二玄ヤη－nl(Aσ（a)tn)(-n， αεム
包 ｜σ｜白包

and the following vectors: 

Hi,l二 Hitm;+llσI, iεL・

After a direct computation we get 

[Hi,l, Xa(()] = （αI Hi）～（m;+llσlxa((). 

-20ー



G W  THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 11 

It follows that Xa(() = xg(()E~ （（）， where E~ （（） is the following vertex operator: 

／て 「～ （m;+llσ｜＼／て「（－m;-llσ｜＼
(11) 仰（〉：（αIH;)H；ホ l 1－一一一）叫（〉（αIH♂）～Hi,l ) ¥ -7,( i i ,-- mi+ llσI J ¥ -7,( -mi -llσ11 

and xg(() is組 operatorcommuting with Hi l for all 4ε ハ｛（O,1)} and lεz. 
Let 6 be the subgroup of the affine Kac Moody Lie group generated by the lifts 

of the following loops: 

九β二叫（αlogti川 π日 /3)'
where αεV and βε~ are such that 

σ（!3) -{3キαモA.

Let us point out that under the analytical continuation around tニ 0,the loop h臼，p

gains the factor e27円f-flσla.The latter must be 1 because: 

｜σ｜αニ（α＋σ（β）-{3) ＋σ（α＋（σ（{3) -{3)) ＋・・・＋σ｜σ｜ー1（α＋（σ（β） β）ελ． 

It follows七hatha，βis single valued and σ－invariant, i.e., it defines an element of 
the affine Kac-Moody loop group acting on gσby conjugation. Furthermore, the 
operators 

Ho, Hi,t, Hi•,-1-1 (l三0,iε i¥{(O, 1)}, K 

span a Heisenberg Lie algebras. The main result of Kac Peterson is the following: 
the bαsic rep陀 sentαtionof gσ remαins irreducible when restricted to the pαir (s, 6). 

Let .s_ be the Lie subalgebra of 5 spanned by the vectors Hiヘー1-1,i E i¥{(O, 1)}, 
l三0.The basic representation can be realized on the following vector space: 

九 ＝8ホ（sー）⑧qew]exへ
where xis a complex number, the first factor in the tensor product is七hesymmetric 
algebra on ,s_, and the second one is the group algebra of the lattice Zw ＝πo(A). 
We will refer to IO) := 1⑧ exw回 thevacuum vector. Slightly abusing the notation 

we put九：＝/w -x (so that札IO)= 0). Let us represent the Heise出 ergalgebra 5 

one[ポ］exwby letting all generators act trivially, except for Ho←-t w(Ho）九.This 
way九 becomesnaturally as-module. Furthermore, put 

E~ （（） =exp （仰）十却（（ω（α）log (IσI +2π日（戸｜α）～）札）

and Ea(()= E~ （（）E~ （（）， where E~（（） is defined by formula (11). 

Theorem 5. There α問 canstαntsCa, αε ムsuchthαt themα，ps (7ro wαs introduced 
in Lemma 2) 

Xα（（） r-+ Ca(Iσ｜｜吋（白）12/2Ea（（）， αεム
K ←-t 1/1σ｜， 

叶一土IP~l2 -~H5 -), Hi•,-1-1Hi,l ・
21σI 2 7.( 
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l~β the representαtion of the Heisenbergαlgebra .s on九 toa representαtion of the 
affine Lieαlgebra g<'. 

Using the commutation relations of the vertex operators we c邸主 find a formula 
for the products CaC一日・ Letus introduce the following bi側部ultiplicativefunction on 

A: 

lul-1 
B（α＇{3）口｜σ「（白｜β）～ IT (1ーが）（CTI（印刷～

l=l 

Lemma 6. The canstαnts Ca satisfy the following identity: 

五生~，，2πv'-I（内）～（叫）～
B（α，－α） ~ 

CaC-a 

4. THE KAC-WAKIMOTO HIERARCHY 

Following Kac-W:必dmoto,we can define an integrable hierarchy in the Hirota 
form whose solutions are parametriz冶dby the orbit of the vacuum vector JO) of the 
a血neKac-Moody group. A vector T ε九 belongsto the orbit iff f2x ( T⑧ T) = 0, 
where nx is the operator representing the following bトlinearCasimir operator: 

~L:-2…ωん，n R A-a,-n + K⑧ d+dRK十よHoRHo十
空間 （AalA－由） ｜σ｜ 

aE~ ’b 

土） ~ (Hi，！⑧ Hi•,-1-1 十 Hi•,-1ー1 ⑧ Hi,1),
｜σ！す＼／

where the second sum is over all iεl¥{{O, l）｝邸dall lど0.On the other, hand明

have 

d( Z一一一九叫 RA-a, n二 Res(o -aa(()Ea(() 0 E_a((), 
n (A白IA一日） 一 = ( 

where 

α出（（） おお B（α，α）(Iσ｜｜町（白）12e2πy'-Ip.L （日）同（臼）．

We identify the symmetric algebra S* (.sー） with the Fock space C[y], where y = (Yi,l) 

is a sequence of formal variables indexed by tεt¥{(O, l)} and l三0,by identifying 

Hiヘ－！－1ニ（mi÷llσI )Yi,l; then 

叩 d

1口 ＿！！＿， Ho= (Iσlx)1;2九， K 出 1/1σ1,
oyi,l 

IP~l2χ2 '""" 
d ＝ 一一…一 －a.~ －乞（mi+llぴ｜）仇10Yi,1・21σI 2 -w 7,t 
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G W  THEORY AND INTEGRABLE HIERARCHIES 13 

The Hirota equations then assume the following form. A vector r belongs to the 
orbit if and only if the following bilinear equations hold: 

Res千（五九（（）ι（（） RE一白（（）） T@T  = (1ρ~12川＋合（8w®l-1 叫）2 + 

＋土）~（mi+llσ｜）（日 1 -10 Yi,1）（札 01一1③札）)r⑧ T 

｜σIt' 

Finally, let us point out that the constant IP~l2/IσI 2 can be found企omthe con自問

tency of the hierarchy. Namely if r = IO) we get that 

IP~l2/Iσ12 = L aa((). 

We will refer to the above hierarchy as the non-extended ADE・Todαhierarchy.Its 
relation to the standard Toda lattice hierarchies will be addressed in future investi-
gation. 

Recall the change of the dynamical variables (9) (10) and the identification入＝

(Iσl/lal. In order to comp町 ethe Casimir operators f2ti., and f2x we need to introduce 
some kind of a discrete Fourier transform. Namely, we define a map 

Fx : C1i[[qo, Q1 + 1, Q2・・.］］→ α⑧c九，

by the following formula 

九(f(q81,.. )) ＝乞f((x＋η）v'n, .. ) e（山）ω（｜σ｜勺）〆

where the dots stand for the remaining q-variables on which f depends. It is e剖 y

to check that 

(12) 九 0 qg1 /v'n = （θw +x) o Fx 

組 d

(13）九 o e-m市／柑

Proposition 7. The Fourier trans! arm Fx intertwines the Cαsimir operators Oti.’ 
and Ox, more precisely, 

(Fx③rrFx) o f2ti.1 ニ Ox。（Fx⑧αFx)・

This proposition in conjunction with Theorem 4 gives the following corollary. 

Corollary 8. The Fourier transform Fx(Dx) isαsolution to the Hirotαbi-lineαT 
equαtions of the non-extended ADE-Todαhierarchy. 
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